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ART_001
EDZHE DERVISH, 
pink puffer jacket.
custom print, size M.
245,- EUR
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ART_002
EDZHE DERVISH, 
yellow puffer jacket.
custom print, size M.
245,- EUR
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ART_003
PROTOTYPE 23,

long sleeved fit and flare dress 
with short turtleneck, 

cotton/polyester, size S.
87,- EUR
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ART_004
PROTOTYPE 23, 

asymmetric wool coat with layered 
ruffles and hidden snap buttons, 

wool, viscose lining, size S.
178,- EUR

ART_005
KALINA CHANKOVA,
soft purple/orange earrings, 
plastic, polyurethane, 
medical steel, 6 cm long, 
unique piece. 
30,- EUR
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PROTOTYPE 23
ART_006
Turtleneck top with bat 
sleeves and asymmetric cuts,
ripped jersey, cotton/polyester 
neoprene jerssey, size S. 
49,- EUR

ART_007
Asymmetric neoprene 
skirt with ruffles, 
cotton/polyester, size S.
87,- EUR
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ART_008
PROTOTYPE 23, 

fit and flare asymmetrical 
dress with puff sleeves, 

cotton, size S.
122,- EUR

ART_009
KALINA CHANKOVA,
moonstone necklace of 
mineral stone beads, 
with 3 red/orange/yellow 
polyurethane soft elements, 
unique piece.
41,- EUR
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ART_010
VYARA IVANOVA,

oval green earrings 
made of silver 925, 

green plexiglass, 
unique piece.

55,- EUR
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ART_011
GEORGI FLOROV,
Knee length shirt-dress 
in two contrast fabrics, 
cotton and viscose, 
size M.
178,- EUR
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ART_012 
GEORGI FLOROV, 
purple and dark blue dress, 
sleeves with thumb holes,
cotton jersey (Punto Milano), 
size M. 
165,- EUR

ART_013
KALINA CHANKOVA,
navy blue necklace, 
mineral stone beads, 
purple/green polyurethane 
element, unique piece.
41,- EUR
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GEORGI FLOROV
ART_014
Oversized blouse with long 
sleeves and crew neck, 
100% polyester with 
cotton lining, 
one size only.
185,- EUR

ART_015
Long flared skirt, 
80% polyester and 20% silk 
with viscose lining, size M.
122,- EUR
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ART_018
VINTAGE SOFIA, 

dress, tulle with cotton lining, 
size S/M, unique piece, 

145,- EUR

ART_017
DILIANA IVANOVA – YEDA,

hand knitted sleeves 
with pompom decoration, 

unique piece.
40,- EUR

ART_016
DILIANA IVANOVA – YEDA,
long vest with pompom 
decoration, wool and silk, 
one size, unique piece. 
150,- EUR
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ART_018
DILIANA IVANOVA – YEDA,
draped dress with pompom 
decoration, 100% cashmere. 
150,- EUR
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ART_019
DILIANA IVANOVA – YEDA, 
Knitted jersey blouse 
with hand embroidery. 
100,- EUR
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ART_020
DILIANA IVANOVA – YEDA, 
draped blouse with 
pompom decoration, 
pure wool,
120,- EUR

ART_021/ART_022
DILIANA IVANOVA – YEDA,
hand knitted hat with 
pompoms, unique piece.
40,- EUR

 ART_021

 ART_022
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YULIYANA YANAKOVA
ART_023 

Padded blouse with elbow 
length sleeves, polyester, 

size M, unique piece.
87,- EUR

ART_024
Midi puffer skirt with 

side pockets, polyester, 
size M, unique piece.

87,- EUR

ART_025
YULIYANA YANAKOVA,

hooded puffer jacket with long 
sleeves, waterproof shell, polyester, 

size M, unique piece. 
179,- EUR
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ART_026 
YULIYANA YANAKOVA,

knee length multipocketed coat, 
neoprene and polyester, 

size M, unique piece. 
188,- EUR

ART_027 
YULIYANA YANAKOVA,
green short pants with 
removable bags,
wool and polyester, 
size M, unique piece.
77,- EUR

ART_028 
POLINA SOTIROVA, 

round shaped necklace on a blue 
felt base, with yellow wooden 

decoration and adjustable 
rubber cord, orderable. 

23,- EUR
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 ART_042

 ART_029

KENNA JEWELRY
ART_029
Earrings with blue enamel part, 
silver, enamel, unique piece.  
52,- EUR

ART_030
Ring with blue and yellow enamel, 
blackened copper, silver, enamel, 
size 56, unique piece. 
44,- EUR

 ART_030

ART_031
KENNA JEWELRY, 
brooch with blue and yellow 
enamel, blackened copper, 
silver, enamel, unique piece. 
77,- EUR
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MILITSA MILANOVA
ART_032

Collarless pink and red shirt, 
made of worsted wool and cotton. 
It can be worn as a shirt or as a 

light blazer, size S. 
92,- EUR

ART_033
Pink and red, above the knee 
panel skirt, with a side zipper, 

worsted wool and 
cotton fabric, size S.

66,- EUR
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EUGENIO
ART_034

Classic fit double-breasted blazer, 
eco cotton with contrast 
colour viscose lining and 

fringed edges, size S.
132,- EUR

 ART_035
High- waisted, flowing 

trousers with wide legs,
eco cotton, size S.

81,- EUR

ART_036
VYARA IVANOVA, 
Blue oval brooch made of 
silver 925, blue plexiglass,
unique piece.
67,- EUR
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ART_037
EUGENIO,
hand knitted multi-coloured jumper, 
recycled cotton and wool yarns, 
size M, unique piece.
87,- EUR

ART_038 
EUGENIO, 
V-neck orange dress, 
with gathered details 
and shoulder pads,
soft knitted fabric, 
size M.
143,- EUR
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ART_039 
GERGANA TRUKANOVA,
silver necklace with multiple glass 
elements in pink, green and 
turquoise, 45 cm x 0.5 cm.
143,- EUR

ART_040
EUGENIO,

asymmetrical 
corseted dress, 
silk velvet with 
viscose lining, 

size M.
158,- EUR
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ART_041
EUGENIO, 

striped half-transparent shirt 
dress with balloon sleeves, 

polyester, black cotton
 lining, size M. 

153,- EUR

ART_042
DINKA KASABOVA – DK, 
circle shaped necklace 
made of plexiglass, with 
pink agate and mountain 
crystal elements, 
unique piece.
58,- EUR
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EUGENIO
ART_043
Cropped shirt with a bow 
and balloon sleeves, cotton, 
available in S and M.
92,- EUR

ART_044
High- waisted striped half-
transparent skirt, 
polyester with black 
cotton lining, size S.
87,- EUR
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ART_046
EUGENIO, 

Classic fit raspberry red coat,  
Italian wool with hot pink polyester 

lining, available in S and M. 
163,- EUR

ART_045 
POLINA SOTIROVA, 
pink necklace made of textured 
ribbon in the shape of flowers, 
metal and wooden decoration, 
adjustable rubber cord, 
orderable. 
22,- EUR
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ART_047 
EUGENIO, 
elegant dress with asymmetrical 
neckline and gathered detail, 
97% cotton and 3% elastin 
(PUNTO MILANO), 
available in S, M and L. 
107,- EUR

ART_050
Silver ring with glass elements in 
pink, green and turquoise, 
2.2 cm x 0.5 cm, size 54.
52,- EUR

 ART_048

 ART_050

 ART_049

GERGANA TRUKANOVA
ART_048
Silver brooch with glass elements 
in pink, green and turquoise, 
4 cm x 3 cm. 
92,- EUR

ART_049
Long silver earrings with glass ele-
ments in pink, green and turquoise, 
5.8 cm x 0.5 cm.
82,- EUR
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ART_051
POLINA SOTIROVA, 

round shaped necklace 
on a blue felt base, with 

green wooden decoration 
and adjustable rubber 

cord, orderable.
23,- EUR ART_052

NELMIT, 
Draped coat, combining layers 

of floral jacquard fabric 
with graphical linen-cotton

 blend and woolen sleeves, 
size S, unique piece.

345,- EUR
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ART_053
BORYANA DANKOVA, 

organic shaped ring of 
coloured porcelain with 

8-karat colloidal gold decoration, 
medical steel ring, size 58. 

75,- EUR

ART_054
SLAVINA PETROVA, 

mint green coat 
with handmade 

embroidered brooch, 
wool with viscose lining, 

size S, unique piece.
245,- EUR
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ART_055
SLAVINA PETROVA, 

dark blue dress 
with handmade 

embroidered brooch, 
wool with viscose lining, 
size XS, unique piece. 

189,- EUR

 ART_056  ART_057

KATYA LAZAROVA
ART_056
Blue silver ring, powder coated, 
encrusted with chrysoprase, 
4,5 x 2,7 cm, adjustable 
ring size 52-60. 
66,- EUR

ART_057
Blue silver earings, 
powder coated, 
encrusted with chrysoprase, 
5 x 3 cm. 
92,- EUR
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ART_058
SLAVINA PETROVA, 
blue wool cardigan 
with handmade 
embroidered brooch, 
wool, one size, 
unique piece. 
204,- EUR

 ART_060

 ART_059

 ART_062

BORYANA DANKOVA
ART_059
Pendant earrings of coloured 
porcelain with 8-karat colloidal 
gold decoration, 
medical steel elements, 
diameter - 3 cm, length - 7 cm. 
101,- EUR

ART_060
Bracelet of coloured porcelain with 
8-karat colloidal gold decoration, 
silicone rubber, 
total diameter - 8.5 cm. 
152,- EUR

ART_061
Round brooches of coloured 
porcelain with 8-karat colloidal 
gold decoration, 
medical steel elements, 
diameter – 2,5 - 3 cm. 
Colours: 1-coral, 2-turquoise. 
29,- EUR each pair
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ART_063
SLAVINA PETROVA, 
pale pink dress 
with decorations, 
wool and cotton 
with viscose lining, 
size S, unique piece.
189,- EUR

ART_062
BORYANA DANKOVA, 
yellow-turquoise necklace 
of coloured porcelain with 
8-karat colloidal gold decoration, 
medical steel elements, 
diameter - 20 cm. 
110,- EUR
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ART_064
ANELIA ANTOVA,

oversized padded jacket 
with embroidery stitches, 
woolen details and belts, 

polyester and wool, size M.
169,- EUR
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ART_066
ANELIA ANTOVA,

oversized colourful T-shirt 
with metallic fibers and 
gatherings in the back, 

polyester, size M. 
49,- EUR 

ART_065 
ANELIA ANTOVA,

colour-blocking loose jersey 
pants with elastic belt 

and zipper at the back, 
cotton – polyester, size M.

92,- EUR
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ART_067
INNA GABROVSKA, 
Colour-blocking coat with 
elements of imitation leather, 
100% wool, size M,
unique piece. 
179,- EUR
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KRISTINA LYUBENOVA 
ART_068
Shirt with sculptural sleeves 
and embroidery on the front, 
100% cotton, size M.
90,- EUR

ART_069
Cropped pleated skirt 
with embroidered inner pleats, 
wool and linen, size M.
108,- EUR
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ART_070
MAYA KARANESHEVA, 
multicoloured sweater 

made from deadstock wool 
and acrylic yarns with fringes 

in the front, size M. 
188,- EUR
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ART_071
MAYA KARANESHEVA, 
oversized multicoloured 
cardigan made from 
deadstock wool and 
acrylic yarns, size M. 
194,- EUR

ART_072
MAYA KARANESHEVA, 
Dusty rose pink pant with 
hidden zipper in the back,
100% wool, size 38 EU. 
92,- EUR
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ART_073
DINKA KASABOVA – DK,
pink jacquard jersey dress 
with gathered silk detail 
in the front, viscose,
size L, unique piece.
110,- EUR

ART_074
DINKA KASABOVA – DK, 

3-circles necklace made of 
plexiglass, with pink and yellow 
agate elements and mountain 

crystal, unique piece.
58,- EUR
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ART_075
DINKA KASABOVA – DK,
long sleeved blouse made 
of velvet, custom printed silk,
viscose jacquard jersey, size M.
89,- EUR

ART_076
DINKA KASABOVA – DK,
mustard yellow pants 
with elastic waist,
viscose jacquard 
jersey, size L.
77,- EUR
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ART_077
DINKA KASABOVA – DK,
mustard yellow blouse with silk 
organza sleeves and hand printed 
collar, viscose jacquard jersey, 
size L, unique piece.
128,- EUR

ART_078
VELISLAVA BOZHINOVA,
peg-top shaped necklace, 
ceramics, textile, 
size 12 x 6 x 6 cm, 
unique piece. 
55,- EUR
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ART_079
MILENA NACHEVA, 
long oversized colour-blocking coat, 
with voluminous collar, a mix of 
wool and mohair, hidden pockets 
and buttoning, wrap belt, 
viscose lining, size S. 
325,- EUR

 ART_080

 ART_081

VELISLAVA BOZHINOVA
ART_080
Triangular pink earrings, 
ceramics, silver, 
size 3 x 3 x 1cm, 
unique piece.
30,- EUR

ART_081
Small triangular earrings, 
ceramics, steel, 
size 1,5 x 1,5cm, 
unique pieces. 
23,- EUR for each pair
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ART_082
VINTAGE SOFIA,
multicoloured trenchcoat 
made of hydrophobic cotton 
with viscose lining, 
size S, unique piece.
164,- EUR

ART_083
VYARA IVANOVA, 

oval yellow earrings made of 
silver 925, yellow plexiglass,

 unique piece.
50,- EUR
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ART_084
VELISLAVA BOZHINOVA, 
twin elements necklace, 
ceramics, silicon, steel, 
size 9 x 5, 5 x 5, 5 cm, 
unique piece.
75,- EUR

ART_085
VINTAGE SOFIA,

colour-blocking midi dress, 
cotton satin fabric, 

size M, unique piece.
118,- EUR
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ART_073
INNA GABROVSKA,

wool coat, 100% cashmere, 
size M, unique piece,

255,- BGN

ART_087
VELISLAVA BOZHINOVA, 

heart-shaped pink necklace, 
ceramics, textile, 

size 6 x 6,5 x 4,5 cm, 
unique piece.

55,- EUR

ART_086
VINTAGE SOFIA,
pale pink winter coat 
with 3D collar, 
wool (95%) and acryl (5%) 
with viscose lining, 
size S, unique piece. 
190,- EUR
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ART_089
VINTAGE SOFIA,
pencil dress with 
voluminous sleeves, 
cotton satin and tulle, 
size S, unique piece. 
92,- EUR

ART_088
KALINA CHANKOVA,
soft and light yellow/orange/blue 
earrings, plastic, polyurethane, 
medical steel, 7 cm long, 
unique piece. 
30,- EUR
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ART_019
INNA GABROVSKA, tunic, 
cotton/viscose, size M-L, 

orderable in S-XL, 
130,- BGN

STILYANA ART
ART_090 
Custom printed dress-tunic
"Lavina” with pockets & hood, 
95 % polyester and 
5% elastan, size S. 
130,- EUR

ART_091
Custom printed leggings, 
95 % polyester and 
5% elastan size M.
60,- EUR

ART_093
VYARA IVANOVA, 
yellow double earrings 
made of silver 925, 
yellow plexiglass, 
unique piece.
55, -EUR

ART_092
VELISLAVA BOZHINOVA, 
statement oval element necklace, 
ceramics, silicon, steel, 
size  9 x 5,5 x 5,5 cm, 
unique piece. 
75,- EUR
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ART_094
STILYANA ART, 
Custom printed dress
"Alien” with natural black 
feathers, 95 % polyester 
and 5% elastan, size S. 
180,- EUR

STILYANA ART 
ART_095 

Custom printed blouse 
"Silver”, 95 % polyester 
and 5% elastan, size M. 

80,- EUR

ART_096
Custom printed pants 

"Silver”, 95 % polyester 
and 5% elastan, size M. 

80,- EUR
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ART_097
DINKA KASABOVA – DK, 
Butterfly shaped necklace made of 
plexiglass, with black onyx 
and mountain crystal 
elements, unique piece.
58,- EUR

ART_098
POLINA SOTIROVA, 
colourful loose waist jacket 
with hoodie, hand dyed parts, 
doc cotton, size M. 
200,- EUR
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EVGENI PETKOV – EUGENIO 
ART_061
Elastic turtle-neck blouse with 
shiny effect, 90% polyester, 
10% elastane, 10% other fibres. 
DO NOT IRON. 
Size S, unique piece,
69,- BGN

ART_100
ROSICA MRSIK, 
Black-and-white custom 
printed long sleeved 
dress of polyester-viscose
blend, size M. 
280,- EUR

ART_099
DILYANA CHOLAKOVA, 

Patchwork skirt with 
frayed ends facing outwards, 

cotton, size M, 
unique piece. 

143,- EUR
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